
Your brilliance,
in full spectrum.

Natural lighting system for dental technology
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A design collaboration
for dental technology.

For Harvest to bring lighting to dental technology,  
a collaboration with Netherlands based Broadwing®, a leading 
authority in the category of bench-top lighting was needed.   

 Incorporating the latest in LED technology, ergonomics and 

physiology, Harvest LightBar™ ensures that as a dental technician,  

you will be more comfortable, more focused and more equipped to 

manifest the brilliance that lives inside of you.

Smile…you’re about to be refreshed.    
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See your Brilliance.

As a dental technician,  
You might say brilliance is a grade. 
 
You’ve just made the crown. 
You hold it to the light. 
The natural refraction is there. 
The shade is spot on,   
and the light you selected, is bouncing off the texture. 
 
You spent a lot of time.   
It was a long process.  
So many variables.   
And now you’re finished.   
The crown is finally done.   
 
You see the brilliance in your hand; 
It is the manifestation of something great.   
A brilliance that lives inside of you;   
The gift you have, to create.   
 
We believe that brilliance is not something you make;  
It is someone you are.  
 

Your brilliance in full spectrum
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Ergonomics to alleviate
your discomfort.

Headaches? Vision fatigue? Tension? Discomfort? 

 While most attribute ergonomics to working posture, 
chair and desk height, the dynamics of light dispersion 
plays a major role in working comfort.  The right lighting 
reduces fatigue and contributes to greater levels of 

accuracy and productivity.   

Cover your bench with even light distribution 

 LightBar™ features a gigantic 31.5-inch wingspan, with flexible 
gooseneck designed to give you the power to harness lighting 
everywhere you need it, without shadow formation.
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The true lighting
your brilliance demands.

To satisfy the high color matching demands of dental technology, the prestigious 
quality of SAMSUNG’s premium high-performance LED was selected.

3 intelligent light programs with touch-point experience 

With intuitive touch-point control, the power of light is at your fingertips. 
3 dimmable Light settings incorporating human physiology and dental  
technology to meet your emotional and working needs  
with up to 9 lighting variations.

On / off button & timer adjustment 
Select color temperature 

Three-level brightness indicator 

Setting: 
Daylight white (5000k)
   
Dental work:  
True-to-nature color matching. 

Physiology:  
Increases attentiveness & hyper 
focus. 

Cool, shade matching Bright, standard work Warm, veneering composites

Setting: 
Natural white (4000k)

Dental work 
Standard setting for everyday work.
 
Physiology:  
Sustained energy and endurance. 
 

Setting: 
Warm white (3000k)
  
Dental work:  
Longer light cure processing.
 
Physiology:  
Relaxation along with a calming 
mood. 
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The value of
intelligence & design.
Advantages & Benefits 
Award winning design 
Samsung®  premium LED (40,000 hours) 
Touch activation 
True shade control – CRI 96 with brightness control 
Choose your light color 
3 level brightness adjustment 
Flexible gooseneck for angle adjustment 
Indirect, anti-glare lighting 
Reduces eye fatigue 
True color illumination 
Minimal heat emission 
Available in crisp white  
 

LightBar Dimensions 
Bench Top & Bench Clamp included 
Base (incl.) sizes: L 175 mm x B 230 mm x H 4 mm 
Clamp (incl.) sizes: L 95 mm x B 100 mm x H 85 mm 
Lamp W: 800 mm (Ultrawide).√ LED Replaceable 
Lamp H: 500 mm – 600 mm (Flexible Gooseneck) 
 
 Price: $329
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Natural lighting system for dental technology

www.harvestdental.com


